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Markets	Recap
2017 wrapped up with all four equity
categories posting returns above 20%,
with a whopping 31.15% for Emerging
Markets. Commodities leapt at the last
minute from negative territory to
outperform cash slightly, while bonds
posted amodest 3.45% gain.

we	think	this	fund	represents	an	instant	
upgrade	to	our	client	portfolios.

Figure 1 compares the growth of the two
funds involved in the substitution. Aftermore
than ten years, a $100 investment in Fund B
has grown to around $252, versus around
$160 for Fund A. Additionally, notice how
much more frequently Fund B is adding value
monthly (green bars at bottom) versus Fund
A, and to ahigherdegreeaswell.

Figure 2 highlights some additional metrics
for this fund swap. As wehave discussed in
previous letters, a style benchmark allows a
puremeasureof security selection skill. Style
benchmarks reflect the unique style shifts
madeby each manager. FundAhas

outperformed its stylebenchmark by 1.39%
per year (XRtn), with amonthly success rate
of outperformance (Rate) of 62.3%. Its T-
Stat of 5.14 tells us the odds are very lowof
thisoutperformance happening bychance.

Fund A has, by all accounts, a stellar track
record. However, let’s look at Figure 2,
showing Fund B. Against its unique style
benchmark, Fund B has outperformed by
5.70% per year (XRtn), and aRateof 77.2% .
Its T-Stat of 6.99 tells us theodds are
extremely low of this outperformance
happening by chance.

The challenge for investors is to identify
managers who can be relied upon going
forward. The respectiveT-Stats tell us

Joining theTop Ranks
At	Cape	Ann	Capital,	we	are	grounded	in	
our	rules-based	approach	to	inform	the	
selection	of	our	mutual	fund	lineup.	Each	
year,	we	revisit	this	lineup	to	ensure	our	buy	
list	represents	a	group	of	fund	managers	
that	are	still	at	the	top	of	their	game.	Of	
course,	we	also	want	to	see	if	any	new	
funds	have	worked	their	way	to	the	top	of	
the	list.	
For	our	2017	lineup	we	dropped	six	funds	
and	added	seven,	as	we	augmented	our	
search	process	with	a	new	tool	to	better	
diversify	exposures	across	all	major	market	
cap,	geographic,	and	asset	class	categories.	
In	2018,	our	rigorous	approach	yielded	a	
single	change,	swapping	out	of	one	fixed	
income	fund	for	another.		The	new	fund	
had	just	crossed	our	ten-year	performance	
threshold.	Though	it	is	a	single	change,
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Fund B's track record is 20,000 times
less likely to be the result of luck. In
addition, the Rate and XRtn were both
overwhelminglyin favor of FundB.
While Fund A has been a strong fund,
we have uncovered an even more
reliable manager in Fund B. In fact, this
fund now boasts the highest Rate on
the Cape Ann Capital buy list, and the
third highest T-Stat.

One of the many advantages of a rules-
based process is that thenumbers speak
for themselves. We avoid subjective
judgments based on slick sales pitches,
or financial media attention. We have
no allegiances to any single fund family.
In fact, the current buy list represents
14 different fund companies, all with
unique processes, culture, and
philosophies.

Evaluation and re-evaluation must be
continuous. We have spotted a few up-
and-comers with short, but promising
track records who may, with a little
seasoning, work their way into a future
fund lineup. Through changes large or
small, clients can be assured that every
fund in their portfoliohas earned its slot.

“One	of	the	many	advantages	of	a	
rules-based	process	is	that	the	

numbers	speak	for	themselves.		We	
avoid	subjective	judgments...”

Dave,	Jim	&	JeremySend	any	 feedback	 to:
info@capeannca pit al.com
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Figure	1	Performance	vs	Style	Benchmark			Cumulative	Growth	of	$100	on	top	(log	scale),	Month	by	month	on	bottom.

Rtn Std Best Worst R-Sq XRtn XStd T-Stat Rate
Fund	A 5.47 2.55 16.84 -3.38 77.22 1.39 1.22 5.14 62.30	
Fund	B 9.05 4.66 29.58 -9.22 67.48 5.70	 2.66 6.99 73.44	
Figure	2 Comparison	of	performance	metrics	for	Fund	A versus	Fund	B.
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